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The main aim of the present paper is to draw the atten-
tion of the readers of this special issue to the modeling
issues of sensor networks. The novelty of this investiga-
tion is the introduction of servers vacation combined with
priority customers for finite-source retrial queues and its
application to wireless sensor networks. In this paper
we analyze a priority finite-source retrial queue with re-
peated vacations. Two types of priority customers are de-
fined, customers with priority 1 (P1) go directly to an or-
dinary FIFO queue. However, if customers with priority
2 (P2) find the server in busy or unavailable state go to the
orbit. These customers stay in the orbit and retry their
request until find the server in idle and available state.
We assume that P1 customers have non-preemptive pri-
ority over P2 customers. The server starts with a listen-
ing period and if no customer arrive during this period
it will enter in the vacation mode. When the vacation pe-
riod is terminated, then the node wakes up. If there is a
P1 customer in the queue the server begin to serve it, and
when there is no any P1 customer, the node will remain
awake for exponentially distributed time period. If that
period expires without arrivals the node will enter in the
next sleeping period. All random variables involved in
model construction are supposed to be independent and
exponentially distributed ones. Our main interest is to
give the main steady-state performance measures of the
system computed by the help of the MOSEL tool. Sev-
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eral Figures illustrate the effect of input parameters on
the mean response time.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Retrial queues have been widely investigated and used
to model many problems arising in telephone switch-
ing systems, telecommunication networks, computer
networks, optical networks and most recently sensor
networks, etc. The main characteristic of a retrial
queue is that a customer who finds the service facil-
ity busy upon arrival is obliged to leave the service
area, but some time later he comes back to re-initiate
his demand. Between trials a customer is said to be
in orbit. The literature on retrial queueing systems is
very extensive. For a recent account, readers may re-
fer to the recent books of Artalejo and Gomez-Corral
[2] and Falin and Templeton [13] that summarize the
main models and methods. For some recent results on
retrial queues with applications the interested reader
is referred to, for example [3], [8],[9] and references
therein.
Priority retrial queues have been studied by many
researchers so far. High priority customers are queued
and served according to some discipline. In case of
blocking, low priority customers leave the system and
retry until they find the server free. In related bibli-
ography ([6], [12], the high priority customers have
either preemptive or non-preemptive priority over the
low priority customers.
There has been a very rich literature on queues with
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vacations. For some basic results see, for example [7],
[10].
Using wireless sensor networks, see [1], [11] one
of the biggest problem is the lifetime of the sensor
which depends of the battery life. Most of the time
it is very hard to change, or it is impossible to replace
or recharge the batteries of the sensors. Because these
facts, the battery resources is very important. That
means that the power consumption of the sensor net-
works is one of the most important property. The life-
time of the sensor determine the lifetime of the net-
work too. Of course the lifetime of the sensors will
be longer if power consumption is reduced. A ma-
jor approach to reduce the power consumption of mo-
bile nodes is to use vacation or sleep periods when the
nodes/servers are awake. Current standards of mobile
communication such as WiFi, 3G and WiMAX have
provisions to operate the mobile node in power save
mode in case of low uses scenarios.
In the present paper we introduce a new model
which combines the components of finite-source pri-
ority queues with a single server under multiple vaca-
tions. To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no
such model in the literature. It is primary based on [7],
and [14]. Because of the fact, that the state space of
the describing Markov chain is very large, it is rather
difficult to calculate the system measures in the tradi-
tional way of writing down and solving the underlying
steady-state equations. To simplify this procedure we
used the software tool MOSEL (Modeling, Specifica-
tion and Evaluation Language), see [4], to formulate
the model and to obtain the performance measures. By
the help of MOSEL we can use various performance
tools (like SPNP Stochastic Petri Net Package) to get
these characteristics. The results of the tool can graph-
ically be displayed using IGL (Intermediate Graphical
Language) which belongs to MOSEL.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 contains the corresponding queueing model with
components (finite sources, the orbit, the queue and
service area) to study the behavior of the sensor nodes
and the derivation of the main steady-state perfor-
mance measures. In Section 3, we present some nu-
merical examples and the results are graphically dis-
played using the IGL (Intermediate Graphical Lan-
guage) interpreter which belongs to MOSEL. By the
help of these figures we illustrate the effect of the ar-
rival rate and the listening period on the mean response
times in the queue and in the orbit, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let us consider a single server queue with a finite user
population that consists K customers. Each customer
generates a new request from the source according to
an exponentially distributed time with parameter λ∗.
We define two priorities of requests (Pi, i = 1, 2).
The probability that a new generated request has P1
Figure 1: A retrial queue with components.
priority is p1 and P2 priority is p2. That means, re-
quests from customers with Pi priority arrive accord-
ing to an exponentially distributed time with parame-
ter λi = piλ∗. The P1 requests go directly to a FIFO
queue waiting to be served. If a P2 request finds the
server in busy or unavailable state, goes to the orbit.
These requests waiting in the orbit retry to find the
server idle and available state according to a Poisson
flow with retrial rate ν. We assume that P1 requests
have non-preemptive priority over P2 requests. The
service times for each request are exponentially dis-
tributed with parameter µ. The server could be is two
states:
• available state: If the server is in available state
it could start serving the arriving requests.
• sleeping state: If the server is in sleeping state
the server does not work, so every new P1 request
goes to the queue and P2 requests go to the orbit.
During the sleeping period the server could not
serve any request.
The server is busy when the server is in available state
and at least one request is in the service area. The
server is idle when the server is in available state and
there is no request in the service area.
The server starts with a listening period. The time
of this listening period is assumed to be exponentially
distributed with parameter α. If no customer arrives
during this period, the server will enter into the sleep-
ing state. The time of the sleeping period is exponen-
tially distributed with parameter β.
When the sleeping period is terminated, then the
node wakes up. If there is a P1 priority request waiting
in the queue the server begins to serve it. In the oppo-
site case, when there is no P1 priority request waiting
in the queue, the server remains in the available state,
it will start a listening period. Until the listening pe-
riod finished, the P1 and P2 requests arriving from the
source or from the orbit could access the server. If the
listening period expires without any arrivals the node
will enter into the sleeping mode.
The operational dynamics of the system can be seen
in the corresponding queueing model see Fig. 1.
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We introduce the following notations (see the sum-
mary of the model parameters in Table 1)
• k(t) is the number of customers in the source at
time t,
• q(t) denote the number of P1 requests in the
queue at time t,
• o(t) is the number of P2 requests in the orbit at
time t.
• y(t) = 0 if the server is available and y(t) = 1 if
the server is in sleeping period at time t
• c(t) = 0 if the server idle and c(t) = 1 if the
server is busy at time t
It is easy to see that k(t) = K − q(t)− o(t)− c(t).
Table 1: Overview of model parameters.
Parameter Maximum Value at t
Number of sources K (population size) k(t)
P1 generation rate λp1
P2 generation rate λp2
Total gen. rate λp1K + λp2K (λp1 + λp2)k(t)
Requests in queue K q(t)
Service rate µ
Busy servers 1 (number of servers) c(t)
Cust. in service area K c(t)+q(t)
Requests in Orbit K (orbit size) o(t)
Retrial rate ν
To preserve mathematical tractability, all inter-event
times (i.e., request generation time, service time, re-
trial time, listening time, vacation time) involved in
the model contruction are assumed to be exponentially
distributed and independent of each other. The system
state at time t can be described by a four-dimensional
Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC):
X(t) = (y(t); c(t); q(t); o(t)).
The steady state probabilities are denoted by
py,c,q,o = lim
t→∞P (y(t) = y, c(t) = c, q(t) = q, o(t) = o),
where y = 0, 1 and c = 0, 1.
Note that the stationary distribution always exists
because the state space of the CTMC is finite.
In this paper, the MOSEL-tool is used to compute the
stationary distribution and main the performance mea-
sures. Because of the page limitation the derivation of
the performance measures are omitted, since it is tra-
ditional if we know the steady-state distribution of the
system. For an easier understanding, see for example
[5], [14].
Once we have obtained the above defined probabil-
ities, the main steady-state system performance mea-
sures as usual can be derived in the following way:
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In this section, we present some numerical results in
order to illustrate graphically the efficiency of vacation
in sensor networks. For the numerical explorations the
corresponding parameters of Dimitriou [7] are used.
In the future research our plan is to change these pa-
rameters for other situations. Further parameters are
summarized in Table 2.
Several numerical experiments have been carried
out to examine the performance behavior of the model
with respect to various parameter values.
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Figure 2: Mean queue length vs λ .
Figure 3: Mean orbit size vs λ .
Figure 4: Mean time spent in queue vs λ .
Figure 5: Mean time spent in orbit vs λ.
Figure 6: Mean queue length vs listening period .
Figure 7: Mean orbit size vs listening period .
Figure 8: Mean time spent in queue vs listening period
.
Figure 9: Mean time spent in orbit vs listening period.
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• In Figure 2 we can see the mean queue length
as a function of the P1 customer generation rate.
As we see the mean queue length is decreasing
when the P1 generation rate is increasing. We can
observe that a lower listening period Ev1 = 0.5
results a higher value of mean queue length. That
means, using larger listening period Ev1 = 4 we
get lower mean queue length for all value of λ
• In Figure 3 we can see the mean orbit size as a
function of the P1 customer generation rate (λ).
As we see the mean orbit size will be greater as
we increase the λ. Because the mean orbit size
is between 93 and 98, the mean number of ac-
tive customers in the source is between 2 and 7.
Therefore, the P1 requests generation rate is be-
tween 2λ and 7λ. Investigating these values we
can understand the difference between the Figure
2. and Figure 3.
• In Figure 4-5 we investigate the effect of requests
generation rate on the mean time spent is queue
and in orbit. As we see, the mean time spent
in queue will be smaller using higher generation
rate. We can understand these property if we take
into account that a higher generation rate results
more requests in the orbit. The total generation
rate, namely (λ1 + λ2)k(t) will be smaller, be-
cause k(t) will be smaller, which results a lower
mean response time for requests in the queue.
• In Figure 6 the effect of the listening period is
demonstrated on the mean queue length, in case
when λ = 0.5, 2, 4. As we can see, a low value
for mean listening period results in a higher value
for mean queue length. Increasing the listen-
ing period the size of the mean queue length de-
creases. We can observe, that using higher gener-
ation rates (λ) we get lower value for mean queue
length.
• In Figure 7 the mean orbit size is shown as a func-
tion of listening period. As we could see, a higher
generation rate results in a higher values for mean
orbit size. Because the mean orbit size is very
high (between 88 and 98) according to the popu-
lation size (K = 100), the mean number of ac-
tive customers in the source is very low (between
2 and 12). Therefore, a higher generation rate re-
sults in a lower value for the mean queue length.
• In Figure 8-9 we depict the mean time spent in
queue and in orbit as a function of the listening
period. In both case we see, that using higher
listening period we get lower mean time spent is
queue and in orbit.
Table 2: Numerical values of model parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value
P1 generation rate λ1=λ [1,4]
P2 generation rate λ2=2 λ [1,4]
Number of sources K 100
Retrial rate ν 0.8
Service rate µ 20
Mean time of sleeping period Ev0 2
Mean time of listening period Ev1 0.5, 2, 4
IV. CONCUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a new single server
finite-source retrial queueing model with non preemp-
tive priorities and repeated vacations with possible ap-
plication to sensor networks. The impact of parame-
ters on the main performance of the system has been
investigated by using the modeling tool MOSEL. To
our best knowledge, this is the first proposal for the
use of priority finite-source retrial queues with state
dependent vacation times to model sensor networks.
In our future work we would like to investigate more
complex sensor models concentrating on power con-
sumption problems, too.
The authors are very grateful to the referees for their
helpful remarks and comments which have improved
the presentation.
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